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Introduction 
ducation in Nigeria is currently facing a paradigm shift in 

how it delivers instructions to leaners. This shift is 

increasingly moving distance learning away from the 

conventional classroom instruction, in form of part-time, face 

to face tutoring, to cyber-space learning environment in which 

learners and instructors are often geographically separated 

from one another. Helping to induce this paradigm shift is the 

rapid and continued development in technology. The emerging 

trend, aided by networked computers and communication 

tools has the potential of developing motivated, skillful, life-

long learners. As knowledge in many field increase 

exponentially. Nigerian distance learners have to be taught to 

become lifelong learners by helping them to locate and 

confidently manipulate resources that promote continued 

learning. 
The internet has been widely touted as the educational tool of 

the future wherein sophisticated educational web-sites would 

compete with, if not replace, the chalk and white board. Yet, 

web page design elements of colour, text, illustrators and 

multimedia may not be effectively implemented to optimize 

online instructional environments that facilitate the learning 

process. Online materials should be presented in a manner that 

they incorporate not only different learning modalities but are 

capable of increasing retention and problem-solving skills 

transfer. The world wide web (www) has been providing 

exciting opportunities for effective delivery of instructions to 

facilitate and enhance learning. 
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ABSTRACT  
Developing 
effective 
instructional web-
sites for distance 
learners in emerging 
market like Nigeria 
present unique 
challenges, as well 
as exciting benefits. 
Some factors in 
basic design 
element were 
examined in this 
paper to enhance 
competence in web-
site designing for 
distance leaner. 
Design elements 
discussed include 
colour, text, 
instructions and 
multimedia. Some 
principles in the use 
of design elements 
in print were also 
extrapolated for 
website designing. 
Keyword: Design 
Elements, web-site 
design, website for 
learning. 
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The World Wide Web (abbreviated as www) commonly known as the web, it is a system 

of interlinked documents accessed via the internet. With a web browser, one can view 

web pages that contain text, images, videos, and other multimedia. The web is ideally 

suited as a vehicle to deliver education since it incorporates constructivist principles, 

which engage learners in authentic activities for seeking and creating their own 

knowledge. Constructivism, by the way is a teaching strategy which employs learner-

directed problem-solving strategies that can be used to sharpen critical thinking skills of 

learners. (Gatenby, 2001). 

Properly designed and constructed learning and instruction website provide interactivity 

between teacher and learner, affords the learner control of the information he or she 

processes, and to give and receive feedback about the knowledge bring constructed. An 

important feature of using the web for instruction, in its increasing ability to incorporate 

multimedia learning. In multi-media learning, student are able to receive instructional 

materials and/or information in more than one presentation mode. For example, it employ 

combinations of images, text, sounds and or animations which can either be static or 

interactive (Mayer, 1997). 

Instructional designers can incorporate audio, video and animation into distance learning 

courses and deliver these courses to multiple geographically dispersed learners via the 

web. The web also allows for seamless integration of learning materials via hyperlinks 

from many different sites around the world. For instance, lesson one on systems approach 

may be located on a server at a university in California, while lesson two on this same topic 

could be located half a world away at a site in Nigeria. This feature can enlist participation 

by geographically distance academics who are experts in specific fields, so that rich, 

interdisciplinary instructional materials can be more effectively constructed (Laudon & 

Laudon, 2000). 

The problem with using the web to deliver learning and instructional materials is that all 

too often, websites are constructed without designers giving consideration to the proper 

use of design elements such as colour, text, illustrations and multimedia. Unfortunately, 

the current mindset in many educational instructions is to rush to host poorly designed 

websites, if such are used for delivery of instructions, they may impede rather than 

enhance learning. 

 

Design Elements 

Web design uses all the same elements as print design. Designer needs to explore the 
space and layout, handle fonts, illustrations and colours, and arrange them in a format 
that puts your message across effectively. Elements of design are the building blocks of 
design. These element are what make up every page you build. And understanding the 
basic elements help to put together impactful web pages. (Kenneth, 2005). 
 

EFFECTIVE USES OF COLOUR 

Colour is a design element that most web designers are acutely aware of No doubt, colour 

can effectively enhance the learning processes. Colour makes text and images stand out 
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and to promptly draw the learners attention to them (Keyes, 1993). On web pages, using 

colour to highlight important information doesn’t necessarily have to correspond to 

colour of objects in the real world, particularly for adult distance learner. For example, 

using bright red to show correct position of a hand on a steering wheel doesn’t imply that 

the hand is truly red, but rather the bright colour in this case, is used to draw attention of 

the learner to proper hand positions on steering wheel. 

Colours for web page could come as colour for foreground, like fonts and text, colour for 

background which must contrast sharply with the fore ground colours, boarder colour 

which to change the colour of boarders around the design element. 

Colour Symbolism: Successful design require an awareness of how and why colours 

communicate meaning. The source of these meaning can be quite conspicuous, such as 

those found in nature-red is the colour of blazing fire and blood, blue is the colour of water 

and the sky. Other meanings may be more complex and not universal. According to 

(Keyes, 1993), the communicative properties of a colour can be defined by two categories; 

natural association and psychological (or cultural) association. Occurrence of colours in 

nature are universal and timeless. For example, the fact that green is the colour of 

vegetation and that blue is the colour of the sky and water has been a reality since the 

dawn of humanity. Therefore this symbolism is by natural association. 

Colour also has psychological or cultural association. Colour may generate another level 

of meaning in the mind. This symbolism arises from cultural and contemporary contexts. 

As such, it is not universal and may be unrelated to it natural associations. For example, 

green’s association with nature communicate growth, fruitfulness, fresheness and 

ecology. On the other hand, green may also be symbolic of good luck, money and greed-

all of which have nothing to do with green plants. 

Colour coding is frequently used in the instructional process and can assist the learner in 

focusing on essential learning cues. Color, when used as an organizational and 

differentiating factor, helps learners recall and retrieve information more readily. A simple 

way to use colour-coding is for categorizing information. For example, two categories of 

colour may be used to differentiate between planes on an air traffic display screen, where 

one colour is used to designate planes at high altitude and another, for planes at a low 

altitude. 

The cultural dimension is also significant as there are certain potential problem associated 

with the use of colours which instructional designers should be aware. Instructional 

websites are now accessible to globally ethnic and diverse student population in which 

colours have different connotations and associate meanings. For example, in Nigeria and 

Japan, green implies youth and energy, while in France it connotes criminality. In Europe, 

yellow symbolizes caution or cowardice, while in Egypt it signifies happiness and 

prosperity. In Korea, a name inked in red is used only in reference to the deceased 

(Kenneth, 2005). 

The Nigeria, with its multiple ethnic groups and culture divergence, colour could have 

different meaning to Yoruba, Igbo, Ijaw, Hausa and other ethic groups. One solution to 
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this problem would involve the designer knowing his or her intended audience while 

conducting pilot testing or user-acceptance within the target population. 

Simplicity in colour use: Using colours in learning and instructional websites may also be 

abused. Computer now offer designer millions of different colours to choose from, 

resulting in the tendency of some designers over using colours such overuse colour can 

be distracting and irritating to the learner and has been reported to hinder performance 

on memory and recognition tasks (Keyes, 1993). Solutions to this tendency include 

adequate use of white spaces to allow the eyes to rest. 

Text and Illustrations: Text consist of three different types narrative text that tells a story, 

descriptive text presents the facts and explanative text explains how something works. 

For example, text relating to how lungs work is a narration; a text that describe the lung 

components is a description is a description, a text that systematically describes the series 

of changes within the lung during the process of inhalation and exhalation is an 

explanation. 

Illustrations according to cognitive approach to learning are of four types: decorative, 

representational, organizational and explanative. Accordingly each type of illustration 

elicits a different cognitive process. Decorative illustrations are images that are not 

directly relevant to the text and do not enhance the message of the text, thus they do not 

affect the reader cognitive processing of the text. These types of illustrations simply fill in 

space on a textbook page or on the computer screen, and would not instruct because it 

would neither guide the reader’s attention toward conceptual information nor help the 

reader make useful connections (Mayer, 1993). 

Representational illustrations portray a single element mentioned in the text, and serve 

to direct the reader’s attention to it. In most cases, these illustrations are unlabeled 

images within the learning material. They only affect the cognitive process of selecting. 

Organizational illustrations depict the structural relations among other two or more 

elements and help to guide the reader’s attention to them. They assist the student in 

building internal connections among the different elements. For example, a tree diagram 

that shows the relations among the elements of a system. Organizational illustrations 

affect the cognitive processes of selecting and organizing concepts. 

Explanative illustrations are used to explain how system or processes work by showing 

the principle-based relations among major elements within the system as a whole. A 

principle based relation is a specific cause and effect connection between two events. 

 

Uses of Text, Illustrations and Multimedia 

While the proper use of colour, text and illustrations is essential for creating well-

developed materials, the web offers another dimension for encoding information which 

is not found in texts. The web can now provide the users with multimedia presentations 

that incorporate text, illustrations, sound and animation capabilities. Illustrations are best 

used when element interactivity is high and information must be processed 

simultaneously rather than serially, whereas text is fine when the interactivity between 
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elements is low and the information can be processed serially (Marcus, Cooper, & Sweller, 

1996). However, illustrations without text, and text without illustration have been shown 

to be less effective than their concurrent use (Mayer, 1993). 

Multimedia: the latest addition to the web is multimedia that has the capability to add the 

aural dimension to lesson which may utilize both visual and aural short-term memory 

register simultaneously, so that maximum storage capacity in working memory can be 

efficiently activated. Studies indicate that it is best to use both visual and verbal 

presentation of information concurrently. Learners must not simple receive input in visual 

and textual form. Speech, if used property, can help integrate the textual and visual 

information together. Some guidelines, for multimedia design that could be helpful in 

website design include simplicity consistency and clarity of design. 

Simplicity: Although attracting attention is important part of communication, it is 

important to try to keep the message as simples as possible. Use only the amount of text 

and graphics as is absolutely necessary to get your point across-superfluous graphics can 

interfere with understanding and an over use of fonts and colours can distract rather than 

assist learning. 

Consistency: Keep the layout of pages consistent-inconsistencies force users of web-site 

to spend extra time trying to figure out how to navigate. Kenneth (2005), suggest that 

instructional designers should strive for consistency in the level of discourse and style of 

presentation from one section of the sequence to another, placement of various terms 

e.g. information, navigation devices, learners input, feedback, and operating instructions, 

use of colour, use of cues (font; size and style, bolding and colour); style of graphics. 

Clarity: break the message down to the absolute essentials, the leaner needs to know and 

consider the following for improved clarity: 

• Keep the instruction at language level comparable with the intended learners. 

• Avoid jargon and over-scholarly language. 

• Present ideas succinctly, keep sentences short. 

• Use active, rather than passive voice. 

 

Conclusion 

Distance learners are of different cultural background, mental abilities, work experience, 

level of education and entry competence. Therefore, to determine if the intended 

population of users would obtain maximal benefits from learning and instructional web-

site, prototyping or pilot study of the instructional web-site should be employed. 

However, before prototyping is employed, there are some factors in basic design 

elements that should be considered. 

A subset of these design factors which are covered in this paper to improve competence 

in web-site designing for distance learners are summarized below: 

Colour: On web pages, using small spots of bright and harmonious colours can effectively 

transmit information by making it standout from the rest of the page, thus drawing the 

learner’s attention to it and emphasizing its important. 
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Colour-coding is frequently used in the instructional process and can assist the learner in 

focusing on essential learning cues. Colours, when used as an organizational and 

differentiating factor, help learners recall and retrieve information more readily. 

Illustrations: Representational illustrations highlight as single element mentioned in a 

text serve to direct the learner attention to it. An organizational illustration depict the 

structural assist the leaner in building internal connections among the different elements. 

Explanative illustrations help to increase conceptual recall and transfer of knowledge.  

Multimedia: They combine Text and illustrations in close proximity and can be used to 

maximally resent information both aurally and visually if the information is complex and 

inter-related. 

In essence, when designing web-sites, encoding information by appropriately will design 

elements is very important for maximum acquisition and transfer of knowledge. 

Therefore instructional designers must pay careful attention to the salient points I the 

design elements. 
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